This subject consists of the following LLB modules:

**LCP401H  General principles of international law (S1 and S2)**
*Co-requisite: LCP401 (or LWC401)*
*Purpose:* to gain a knowledge and understanding of the nature, meaning and basic principles of public international law; its relationship with national law; and its practical application within both the international and the South African contexts, through a study of its legal nature; sources, including treaties and custom; relation between international law and national law; international legal personality; the individual in public international law (international human rights); acquisition of territory; recognition; state liability and state succession; enforcement of international law.

**LCP402J  Legal transactions in international law (S1 and S2)**
*Co-requisite: LCP401 (or LWC401)*
*Purpose:* to gain a knowledge and understanding of the nature and meaning of the subject, its relationship with national law, public international law, private international law, and the role of the individual; history and sources; international institutional framework for international trade, viz the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the General Agreement on Trade in Services, the International Monetary Fund Agreement, international competition principles and extra-territorial trade legislation; the role of pacta sunt servanda in its public and private law aspects especially as it appears from international arbitration; the state as participant in international trade including contracts with individuals and immunity; and the general principles of the Convention on the International Sale of Goods.

**LCP403K  International legal principles of carriage by air and sea (S1 and S2)**
*Co-requisite: LCP401 (or LWC401)*
*Purpose:* to gain a knowledge and understanding of the nature, basic principles and practical application both nationally and internationally of the international principles governing transport by air and sea, through a study of:
(a) General legal principles of international shipping History and sources; jurisdictional aspects; bills of lading; charter parties; collisions and accidents; salvage
(b) General legal principles of aviation History and sources; jurisdictional aspects; right of overflight and landing; inter-governmental civil aviation organisations; international carriage.

**LCP409R  International human rights (S1 and S2)**
*Co-requisite: LCP401 (or LWC401)*
*Purpose:* to gain a knowledge and understanding of the nature, meaning and basic principles of international human rights law; its relationship with national law; and its practical application within both the international and the South African contexts, through a study of the development of international human rights law; the international conventions and declarations on human rights; the enforcement of international human rights; and the effect of international human rights conventions in municipal legal systems.

**LCP410J  World Trade Law (S1 and S2)**
*Co-requisite: LCP401 (or LWC401)*
*Purpose:* to gain a knowledge and understanding of the nature and basic principles of the GATT and GATS; its relationship with national law; and its practical application within both the international and the South African contexts, through a study of the history and philosophy of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT); the substantive provisions of the GATT; the World Trade Organisation (WTO); the resolution of disputes in terms of the agreement on the WTO; the effect of the provisions of the GATT on the rights of the individual; the provisions of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS); and specific obligations of the most prominent states in terms of the GATS.